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Why jet substructure at the LHC

● Widespread availability and use of infrared-safe 
recombination algorithms for hadron colliders

● Pileup and UE always present in with our hadronic 
final states, need to look inside the jets, can't treat them 
as just four-momenta any more

● Heavy particles can be produced with momenta large 
with respect to their mass, and BG falls at high-pt
-> final states in hadronic decay modes are 

reconstructed as a single jet



  

From jet substructure to Boost

Nhan Thran, BOOST exp. summary



  

Jet grooming: removing soft components

Techniques exist since a few years to remove soft 
radiation from jets.
Main aim is improving mass resolution for known 
resonances, but they also improve jet response stability 
under pileup                              JHEP09 (2013) 076



  

“historic” grooming techniques

Split-filtering: Butterworth Davison Rubin Salam 
Phys. Rev. Lett 100 (2008) 242001
Triming: Krohn Thaler Wang JHEP 02 (2010) 84
Pruning: Ellis Vermillon Walsh Phys Rev D 81 
(2010)  094023



  

Effects of grooming can be analytically computed

In case of grooming, areas of phase-space are 
removed from the integral giving the ρ distribution

Dasgupta Fregoso Marzani Salam JHEP 1309 028



  

For β>0 only 
removes soft 
radiation, for 
β<0 also 
some 
collinear 



  

Wavelet de-noising     J.Monk arxiv 1405.5008

Similar to Fourier 
transforms, but also 
account for translation, 
and use more complex 
function as basis

Much improved mass behaviour once coefficients 
corresponding to scales < 1 GeV are dropped



  

Jets from jets B.Nachmann et al. arxiv 1407.2922

Calibrate jets with a small radius r, 
and from them build large R jets. 
Basically, a bottom-up trimming 

Can have slightly better performance than 
standard trimming for the right choice of the 
r and R parameters; easier calibration?



  

Q-jets Ellis Hornig Roy Schwartz 1201.1914

Use all 
clusterings 
and get a 
mass 
distribution 
for each jet

Volatility can be used to 
discriminate W-jets from QCD 
giving similar/better results than 
e.g. n-subjettiness



  

What can be calculated for Q-jets?
Not volatility- it would require O(10) particles

Q-Thrust

Generalises easily to
 Q-subjettiness



  

Pileup control
Jet grooming improves stability wrt pileup, but it is not 
its main focus. Dedicated pileup subtraction techniques:



  

SoftKiller Cacciari Salam Soyez arXiv 1407.0408

Divide event into regions, and tune the threshold until 
half the event is empty (median is zero!)



  

SoftKiller with trimming or thresholds



  

Constituent subtraction Berta Spousta Miller Leitner

Fill jets with ghosts with 
pTg = ρ Ag 
and associate them with 
particles according to 

Remove particles with 
pT-pTg<0

Better performance 
than simple area 
subtraction



  

PUPPI Harris Tran Bertolini Low arxiv 1407.6013

In jet-without-jet framework: draw a cone around each particle
Compute metric α to distinguish PU from HS:

Central:                             Forward:

Calculate median and RMS for α
Use it to compute a particle weight, and recluster



  

PUPPI performance



  

Pileup subtraction summary



  

Boosted boson tagging



  

Variable correlations

Studied in ATLAS and CMS, with the aim of combining 
them in a likelihood; CMS has BDT, but data and MC 
performance do not match very well..



  

Jet pull Gallicchio Schwartz 1001.5027v3

Define y axis as weighted sum 
of constituents wrt jet axis, and 
pull angle the angle wrt the 
closest jet. Should peak at zero 
for interconnected jets



  

Not-so-boosted bosons
Jet pull, Q/G 
discrimination and 
dijet charge used 
in a BDT

Mass ratios: Izaguirre Shuve Yavin 1407.7037

Since for a resonance M
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While for hard splitting <M2
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Boosted b tagging
Needed for H->bb, important for boosted top
Re-optimise b-tagging, or b-tag track jets with smaller R
Eventually combine with 2-body taggers



  

HEPTopTagger



  

Recent improvements arXiv 1312.1504



  

ATLAS Top tagging



  

Top tagging in CMS

However, 
discrepancies 
found in some 
variables



  

Quark/gluon discrimination
Definition of q/g jet not obvious- only LO definitions 
currently used, prone to be MC-dependent
Both experiments use combinations of variables:
ATLAS: charged track multiplicity and width
CMS: pTD, n(constituents), σ(minor)



  

Some more variables? 
Larkoski Thaler Waalewijn 1408.3122

Look at two angularities and overlap 
with truth



  

Conclusions

If substructure studies were an interesting and fun new 
thing in Run-1, their importance will grow with beam 
energy and intensity

Extremely active field, with rapid developments from 
theorists and experimentalists alike (good ideas can 
come without too many involved technicalities)

In Run-2 and beyond...
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